
We were all deeply saddened by the passing of H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the       

second President of the UAE. It was under Sheikh Khalifa’s guidance and wise leadership that the 

city of Abu Dhabi emerged into the modern city that it is today. He was a figurehead of             

transformation and progress, driving forward the vision and extraordinary legacy passed on to him 

by his visionary father and Father of the Nation, H.H. Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan. 
 
Leading transformational change involves challenging status quo and transcending current           

positioning, performance, and capabilities. It calls for visionary thinking, the ability to tackle      

complex problems, and the courage to make difficult choices. It means having to think deeply 

while remaining detached and managing one’s own emotions in intense situations, and yet being 

immersed in the details when required. Ergo, transformational leadership is not about control. It is 

about influence. 

As our student leaders for AY 2022-2023 prepare to be invested into positions of influence, the 

school is committed to devoting time, effort and energy to groom and develop them as leaders.  

Since we (s)elect our student leaders carefully, we trust that our investment will yield results that 

we can all be proud of – and that is, having dedicated leaders who are ready to step up and serve 

the school in the various capacities, and strong leaders who set themselves up as outstanding role 

models for their peers every day.   

Here, I would like to propose three simple ways in which our students can try to improve their 

leadership qualities.  First of all, be proactive to look out for opportunities every single day in 

which you can practise being a leader.  Secondly, challenge yourself to take even greater initiative 

to serve your peers and your school.  Thirdly, dare yourself to communicate effectively and         

confidently as you carry out your duty.  These are three basic hallmark features of a good leader.   

It is my sincere hope that our student leaders will break out of their comfort zone and set out to 

distinguish themselves through these three simple ways on a daily basis.  I am certain that by the 

time they leave GEMS Millennium School, Sharjah, they will have grown admirably as a leader and 

will be ready to serve a larger community.   
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Open Shuttle Badminton Tournament (BWF recognized)  

We are extremely delighted to share that Sreya Binesh of Grade 9G2 has won          

following medals in the Open Shuttle Badminton Tournament (BWF recognized)     

conducted by UAE Sports Council in Dubai Sports World.  

 

 

 

What a huge accomplishment Sreya! One of your many achievements!  

You own it. Act on it. Become it. Your success is because you have never let               

limitations or boundaries come between you and your dreams. May you continue to 

achieve BIG!  

Under 15 Girls Singles Runner-up. 

Under 15 Mixed Doubles winner. 

XC Winner 



Priyanka Gopinath has won the 2nd Prize in the               

International Music Competition conducted by       

International Carnatic  Music and Dancers Association

(ICMDA) for Season 2 International Music Competition. 

She was one among the 1000+ participants. 

She has also won the 2
nd

 Prize in the International 

Dance Competition conducted by International       

Carnatic Music and Dancers Association (ICMDA). 

She was one among the 1000+ participants in the        

season 2 International Dance Competition. 

 

Priyanka Gopinath participated in the           

International Mathematics Olympiad        

conducted by the Science Olympiad           

Foundation (SOF)  and has secured an        

International Rank 5. 



KINDERGARTEN  CLASSROOM GLIMPSES 



We play, learn and grow together!  

KINDERGARTEN  CLASSROOM GLIMPSES 





CALEB GLADWIN 4B 

DRITIMAN DAS 3F 

SUDIKSHA GOUD 6G ZOBIA ZUBAIR 6G ALLANKRITA BINU 8G1 

AAYESHA ADAMJI 8G1 

NIVEDIT SANTHOSH 5B1 MOHAMMED IMAAD 5B1 NIVEDA SOUMYA 6G 

PARTHIV SABARINATHAN 5B1 



KELLY PARKER 3F VIDHUSHREE CHANDRASHEKAR 3D ARADHYA RANJITH 4G 

ARYADEV AJISH 4B YUNUS KAZI 4B NOORDEEP KHICHY 4BG 





We are so very proud of our Parent Forum for       

donating toys and gifts to foster children at the             

International Charity Organisation, Ajman for Eid. 

What a wonderful way of saying Eid  Mubarak! 



 

“Kindness is a language which the deaf 
can hear and the blind can see”. 

Vanshika Agarwal Grade 5G1 always 
treats everyone with respect &       
kindness because she believes that if     
one is kind to others, it not only   
changes them, but also changes the 
world. Kindness is a golden chain by 
which society is bound together. 

Vanshika loves spreading kindness 
wherever she goes and leaves an        
imprint of kindness by being a rainbow 
in someone’s sky. 



Psy Mural was a brain child of collective efforts 
by the Grade 11 Psychology students (batch of 
2021-22) under the guidance of Ms. Srimonti 
Guha. In the last edition, as the school was   
preparing for winter holidays they covered the 
topic, Taking a Break. In 2022, Psy Mural is 
back again with another exciting edition– The 
Psy Mural Spring Edition! This edition was     
curated with respect to April, being the Month 
for Sexual Assault Awareness and Autism. Both 
topics are dynamic and Stigmatised. Hence, we 
wanted to highlight on all the authentic         
information we could research on to create an 
impactful awareness among students. The       
Edition is meant to educate, spread awareness 
and provide a source of comfort. Mindfully 
made just for you! Read ,share and let’s make 
a difference! 

Psy Mural Spring Edition!  



FROM THE SPECIAL EDUCATOR’S DESK 

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DELAY IN CHILDREN      

As our children grow from an infant stage to toddler, then to an older stage, they go through various phases of 

development. These include physical, cognitive and speech development. Most children will reach some           

milestones at a certain age. Speech and language is one of the most common areas of development that can be    

delayed. About 20% of children learn to talk or use words later than other children of their age. 

Speech delay and language disorders are two distinct but interrelated conditions. A child with speech delay will 

have difficulty forming words or articulating certain sounds. Language disorder refers to a difficulty in              

communicating and understanding language (receptive and expressive language) 

If your child is delayed in many areas, this may be a sign of Speech and Language Delay. Sometimes, a delay is         

temporary; spend more time with your children, play, talk, read to them - they progress well with these extra           

assistance.   

In some cases, your child may need assistance of a Speech Therapist. The trained professional will support your 

child to develop speech patterns.  

In some cases, delay in speech may be a sign of serious problems; such as developmental delay, learning difficulties, 

hearing problems or autism.  

If you are a first time parent, you may not really recognize the difference, as you don’t usually see your child with 

other children of the same age.  

Commonly observed concern related to Speech Delay is behaviour problem; such as temper tantrums, because 

they are frustrated and not able to express themselves. It might lead to anxiety and low self-esteem.  

Milestones of Speech Development 

1 year: Able to point, wave, use gestures, say dada or mama. 

1-2 years: Name common objects, start to imitate sounds, point or say body parts when asked. 

3 years: Says most of the common words, speaks clearly, starts to communicate in simple sentences, follows    

simple instructions. 

4 years: Speaks in clear sentences, people should be able to understand the child.  

How can you help your child at home? 

• Early identification and intervention is important for your child’s speech development.  

• Talk to your child, while doing things and going places. 

• Reduce the use of gadgets (during pandemic, communication was less in families and children spent more time 

on gadgets).  

• Ask ‘wh’ questions (who, what, when or why). Prompt them to speak. 

• Build on your child’s vocabulary. Use different pictures/ objects and monitor progress. 

• Expand on words – if your child says ‘ball’, respond to it by saying ‘ Yes, it’s a red ball’! 

• Try to find time for regular story time – use books with large pictures, encourage the child to describe the      

pictures.  

• Use everyday situations to talk to your child . Keep it simple, but avoid ‘baby talk’.�  
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